
Black and Bronze SuperDuo Duet Cuff Bracelet

Component Legend

11/0 Miyuki 
Seed Bead (S11)

SuperDuo Color1 (C1)

SuperDuo Color2 (C2)

SuperDuo Duet 
Color1 & Color2 (C3)

Miyuki Tila Bead (TB)

8/0 Miyuki 
Seed Bead (S8)

Take your 6’ beading thread and needle, add on the 
following beads. (refer to image to sew through correct 
side of Duet bead):
 Three S11, C1, C3, C2, C3, C1, S11, TB, S11, C1, 
C3, C2, C3, C1, three S11.

Sew down through other hole of last C1. Make sure to 
keep an 18” thread end.

Pick up a C3, skip sewn 
C3, sew through C2, pick 
up C3, skip sewn C3, sew 
through C1, pick up an S11, 
sew through TB, pick up 
an S11, sew through C1, 
skip sewn C3, pick up a C3, 
sew through C2, pick up a 
C3, skip sewn C3, and sew 
through C1.

Tie the two ends together 
to secure sewn beads for 
first complete TB looped 
section.

Sew up through first S11 
bead, pick up two S11 and 
a C1, sew through C3, pick 
up a C2, sew through next 
C3. Pick up a C1, S11, TB, 
S11, C1 and sew through 
sewn C3. Pick up a C2 and 
sew through next C3. Pick 
up a C1 and two S11 and 
sew down through the 
S11 from previous looped 
beads. Sew down through 
C1 and C3, loop up to 
the other hole of C3, up 
through just-added C1 and 
first S11. 

Repeat steps 3 and 4 until you’ve added a completed 22 TB looped sections. You will next sew 
on the ends of your bracelet.

Note: This tutorial is to fit a 7.5” bracelet wrist. Add two TB looped sections for an 8.5” 
bracelet wrist size. or eliminate two TB looped sections for 6.5” bracelet.

Pick up two S11, sew 
through C1, pick up a C3, 
sew through C2, pick up a 
C3, sew through C1, pick up 
a S11, sew through TB, pick 
up a S11, sew through C1, 
pick up a C3, sew through 
C2, pick up a C3, sew 
through C1, pick up two 
S11, sew up through first 
S11 from previous looped 
beads, sew up through C1 
and down through other 
hole of C1.
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Sew up through first S11 
bead, pick up two S11, 
through to first C3, pick 
up a C2, and through C3. 
Pick up a C1, S11, TB, 
S11, C1 and sew through 
C3. Pick up a C2 and 
through next C3. Pick up 
two S11 and sew down 
through the S11 from 
previous looped beads. 
Sew down through C1 
and C3, loop up to the 
other hole of C3, up 
through first S11. 

Pick up two S11, down up 
through C3, pick up two 
S11 and down through 
S11 (in between TB and 
C1). Sew down through 
C1 and C3. Loop to 
other hole of C3 and up 
through first S11.

Pick up an S11, S8 and 
S11. Sew through S11 
from bottom section 
and through the C3 and 
S11 of illustration. Loop 
through these beads 2 
more times to secure 
loop ends.

Sew through 
next S11 and up 
through and folow 
the illustrations up 
through the beads. 
Repeat step 9 to 
complete the top 
section of bracelet 
end. Tie off to secure 
ends.

Repeat steps 6 -1 0 to 
other end of your bracelet 
with the excess 18” thread 
end. 

Pick up two S11, sew down 
through C2, pick up a C3, 
through C1, pick up a S11, 
through TB, pick up a S11, 
through C1, pick up a C3, 
through C2, pick up two 
S11, sew up through first S11 
from previous looped beads, 
through C3 and C2, loop to 
other hole of C2 and down 
through first S11.
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When you get to the 
other end, follow 
illustations to add S8 and 
sew up through TB to 
complete other border 
section. Tie off when you 
complete section..
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To continue from 
step 11, follow 
illustrations to 
add an S8 to the 
border while sewing 
through every 
middle S11 .

Open jump ring and slide through middle S8 of your bracelet ends. Close jump ring. Open 
another jump ring and slide previous jump ring and through loop of your magnetic tube 
clasp. Close up jump ring. Repeat for other ends. 
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SB03491 - Black/White Beige Luster SuperDuo Duets Two Hole Czech Seed Beads
SB00831 - Dark Bronze Tila Bead
SB00387 - 11/0 Black Miyuki Seed Beads
SB00084 - 8/0 Metallic Dark Bronze Iris Miyuki Seed Beads
SB02110 - Orange Luster on Chalk SuperDuo Two Hole Czech Seed Beads
SB01406 - Jet SuperDuo Two Hole Czech Seed Beads
A006587 - Clear Fireline Thread
A006767 - Beading Needles
A008803 - 5mm Oval Antique Brass Plated Jump Rings
Y004707 - 14mm Gold 2-Hole Tube Magnetic Clasp

Black and Bronze SuperDuo Duet Bracelet Components List


